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Q F & P 2.19 ‘…Stand still and cease from thine own working, and in due 
time thou shalt enter into the rest, and thy eyes shall behold his salvation, 
whose testimonies are sure, and righteous altogether.’ 
William Leddra – 1661 
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Introduction 

Romford’s Newsletter covers a challenging and yet hopeful few months. 
During this time we held one another in the light, as F(f)riends experienced 
times of both loss and renewal. In my learning, I have found that Romford 
Quaker history goes as far back as the late 17th century, as researched by Ian 
Hutchings.1 In this missive we read a wide range and depth of the 
experiences of Friends, especially with regards to the challenges we face as 
part of everyday living. 

We also share the joys of togetherness and unity, as we overcome obstacles 
and forge new paths for ourselves and the wider world, with grace and 
humility. The newsletter begins by contemplating the future of the High 
Leigh gathering, before sharing wonderful experiences with the Roadshow 
and there is ample discussion of the Quaker Tapestry also. 

One of the most poignant aspects are explorations of the equidistant aspects 
of both life and death, which are brought into sharp relief by the loss of two 
members of the Romford meeting in the last few months. We are often 
encouraged to ‘face up to the fact of death’, so that we may live fuller and 
richer lives as a result.  

Much humour and relief is brought to this edition with the cheerful entries, 
which cover the joys of dancing, as well as the relief of recovered creativity. 
We are taken to new sunnier climes as we follow Friends to Artist’s retreats 
and Away Days, which provide much fresher perspectives on all that we 
have experienced.  

Elizabeth Amisu, October 2016 

  

																																																													
1	http://romfordquakers.pbwiki.com/f/THE_SOCIETY_OF_FRIENDS__QUAKERS__IN_HAVERING_v3.pdf		
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The High Leigh Gathering      

By Anna Saunders 

Our next All Age Gathering will be held High Leigh Conference Centre on 
the 21-23rd April 2017. The committee has begun to plan! We have a 
facilitator for the weekend – Jennifer Kavannagh, and the theme will be 
‘Journeying Home’. We are very excited about it.  

The publicity and booking forms will be out in October and applications 
and funding requests will need to be made by the 14th January 2017. We will 
be asking for help with the children’s programme – please volunteer if you 

can.  

We haven’t yet booked the dates for a gathering in 2018 as we (the 
committee) think we as an area meeting need to think about the future of 
the gathering. We are a small committee and the responsibilities of planning 
an event that is very similar to a conference are big!  

We know that many people love the gathering at High Leigh (we all do) but 
we wonder if there are other ways that we could come together that might 
include more people? As well as take less planning and organisation?  

We would like people to think about these questions for now and then plan 
to have some time at an area meeting to consider the way forward.  

 

www.cct.org.uk The High Leigh Conference Centre, Hoddesdon 
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Quaker Life Report from Woodbrooke April 15th – 17th April 

  By Val Caldwell 

Sharing our end of life stories ----- discovering Quaker understandings of 
dying and death 

As with all of the Quaker Life weekends this subject was handled 
thoughtfully. Not an easy subject to tackle, but both helpfully and 
compassionately presented. Both Advices and Queries touch upon this 
subject, as does QFP. 

“Accepting the fact of death, we are freed to live more fully” 

- Advices and Queries 30 

We were encouraged throughout the weekend via our study groups to share 
different aspects and experiences of death and dying. We were able to learn 
from others how they had coped with the loss of loved ones both after long 
illness, old age or unexpectedly.  

Friends were in tears at intervals throughout the weekend...a box of tissues 
ready in each study group. 

The unexpected, violent or child deaths were the most difficult for both the 
Friend sharing and those listening. There were hugs all round and many 
quiet walks in the grounds. 

Amongst Sessions held were: 

• “What is living and dying in the light?” 
• How does our understanding of God affect our approach to Dying? 
• Speaking from experience 
• Exploring topics around our Quaker Understanding and experience of 

dying and death. 

Diana Lampen gave an introduction to the weekend, as did Iain Law and 
Barbara Davey. 

I think the most upsetting was to hear Iain talking about not being able, as a 
gay man, to attend his partner’s funeral. The family did not recognise his 
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relationship with their son and were too embarrassed for others to know 
their son was gay. They had been together many years... but this was at a 
time when gay relationships were seen as shameful. 

We looked at whether our Meetings encouraged their older Friends to fill in 
a funeral wishes form and maybe in discussion refer to any plans they may 
have re power of Attorney, advance directives, making a will. Do they carry 
a donor card? 

A delicate subject, but handled gently could provide an opportunity for 
discussion about death. We need to make ourselves open to talk about it 
with the Friend...or just to listen. Many families find themselves unable or 
too upset to have those kinds of conversations and to accept the death of a 
parent or sibling. 

“Can we face up to the fact of death…life and death are both part of the whole, and 
that wholeness is in God” 

(Jennifer Faulkner, 1982 QFP 4th edition 21-57) 

We discussed the holding of a Quaker funeral, of supporting both the Elder 
convening the service as well as the family and close F/friends of the 
deceased Friend. 

The uplifting feeling of a Quaker funeral versus any other, remembering the 
Friend with affection and sometimes with humour. The contributions made 
that make this sad occurrence for the family more bearable. 

I know for myself that some families, who were not Friends, have spoken 
afterwards of a feeling of warmth and support they felt... and how 
contributions had shown a surprise in experiences and friendships that the 
family knew nothing about. 

We spoke of the difficulty of a spouse or child insisting on what they refer to 
as a “normal funeral” organised by a religious group that they may have 
once attended or were christened into. This despite the deceased not 
wanting this...and often having left that religion for Quakerism. A difficult 
situation 
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On the Saturday afternoon there were numerous sessions to attend and we 
could only choose two. 

I chose ‘Medically Assisted Dying’ and ‘Afterlife’.  

In retrospect these were two of the subjects that had a less definitive answer! 

It was a good opportunity to discuss these and to reflect that medically 
assisted dying has become something that is currently under discussion with 
Friends, presumably by Sufferings. Friends do often take the forefront in 
controversial issues 

We were reminded of the following quote... 

“All shall be well, all shall be well, 

All manner of things shall be well” 

Back in sessions we looked at help and advice offered by other bodies. 

We were reminded of the work of QSA who have tackled the subject of 
death and funerals through their Down to Earth project. This practical 
service is offered to those on low incomes to arrange funeral services at a 
price they can afford. Many, especially in the east end of London, feel they 
have failed their loved ones if they don’t have a funeral hearse drawn by 
black plumed horses and top of the range coffins, and will go into debt to 
provide that. QSA help them to accept that a simple, respectful funeral is 
not letting anyone down. 

QSA also run Fair Funerals, a campaign to persuade the government and 
funeral industry to do more for those in funeral poverty. 

Other organisations that can help include: 

• The National Death centre, a social and educational charity that gives 
free advice on all aspects of death, bereavement, funerals and 
consumer rights 

• Compassion in Dying which can support people in having “a good 
death” by providing advice, amongst which, powers of Attorney and 
funeral directives 
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• Gone Forever offers support to children and young people coping 
with bereavement. 

• The Compassionate Friends, which offers grief support after the death 
of a child. 

The weekend had been exhausting emotionally but with happy as well as 
sad tears and on the Saturday night a light hearted film was provided to 
cheer us up. 

It was called “What I did on my holiday”, and although there was a death 
in it, and a Viking burial it proved to be an excellent choice. 

I look forward to the next Quaker Life weekend and remind Friends that 
this is another AM appointment but one on which I feel privileged to act as 
your representative. 

 

The Maison Quaker and the village of Congénies, France 

By Judith Roads 

I think most Friends have by now heard or read about the Quaker Meeting 
House and Centre in the south of France - the oldest Friends Meeting 
House in mainland Europe. I was there again the other day, just for fun this 
time. No business meeting were scheduled and I was free to enjoy the 
surroundings and meet up with some local Friends I know well. 

I thought for our AM newsletter I would write a little piece, not so much 
about the meeting house, but the village and the surrounding area. What is 
it like to visit? What is it like for Congénies to be your local Quaker 
meeting? 

The village has grown from a small mediaeval settlement in the valley area 
to the west of Nimes known as the Vaunage to a dormitory town serving 
Nimes, Montpellier and Sommières. You can still see the little, mediaeval 
‘fort’ area that is the heart of the village though, with its tiny alleyways and 
courtyard, see picture. 
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The Avenue des Quakers leads from the main road to 
Nimes to this central "place" area. A few members of 
the meeting live within walking distance of the 
meeting house; one or two others drive across from 
the neighbouring town of 
Calvisson. 

The life is typically Midi: the 
meeting house garden has its 
own olive tree, and fruit trees 

growing persimmon, quince, pears, apples, etc. The 
photo shows the olive tree, very much waiting to be 
pruned back. 

The adjoining burial ground, or cimetière, emits lovely 
perfumes of herbs as you walk across it. Mirabelle, 
plum and strawberry jam made from local produce by Friends and others is 
for sale. This produce is also part of the seasonal breakfast provided by the 
resident Friends, Judy and Dave. It is considered normal in France to put a 
wine bottle on the table at dinner time. The cuisine d'été or ‘summer 
kitchen’ in the grounds comes in handy in good weather – and that includes 
breakfast time. 

The local bus from Nîmes comes through the village several time a day to 
get you further up the valley towards the Roman town of Sommières, about 
10 minutes away. With a bike or car you can reach all the little villages 
around, which in previous centuries would also have been where many 
Quakers lived. Congénies seemed to have been the main centre but Friends 
also ran a Quaker school in Nîmes itself. There is a wealth of important 
Roman sites, including the World Heritage site of the Pont du Gard. Am I 
tempting you to see for yourself? Perhaps you've already been. 

Below are a few pictures relating to the village as it is now. You can 
compare those with the watercolours made by the 19th century British 
Quaker Henry Newman, who frequently visited Friends in the south. 
Firstly, the Avenue des Quakers with the Meeting House on the right hand 
side, then a painting of the main square. 
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The Majoliers were a prominent Quaker family and the photo shows a road 
named after them near the meeting house. 

One headstone in the 
cimetière shows the 19th 
century burial place of 
Edouard Majolier - 
recognisably Quaker in 
style but you may have 
to take my word for 
deciphering the 
inscription! 

 

Here is a painting by Newman of the hillside above the village (known as 
the ‘Garrigue’) with plantings of olives and terraces of vines. My 
photograph shows a similar part of the hillside today. 
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This is my second article about visiting Quaker centres overseas. Earlier this 
year I stayed at Boston (Beacon Hill) in America. Who wants to take up the 
challenge of writing about a third Quaker centre or meeting house that is 
situated outside the jurisdiction of BYM? 

 

The Quaker Tapestry at Chelmsford Cathedral 

By Melvyn Freake 

Friends from Mid-Essex had the vision to bring 20 of the Quaker Tapestry 
panels to Chelmsford Cathedral this summer for two weeks. Volunteers 
stewarded the exhibition in three two hour sessions each day. I had 
volunteered but was a reserve in the end so went to see the exhibition on the 
final Saturday. It was an easy train journey from Ilford and cost me a whole 
fiver with the help of my freedom pass and a senior citizen rail card. When I 
arrived I discovered John Rutter leading a singing workshop that included a 
new work written for the 105th anniversary of the birth of Thomas Barnado. 
I live close to the Village in Barkingside where Barnado is buried and my 
father ended his working life there so I felt immediately connected. 

The exhibition was cleverly chosen by Jenifer Hodgkin. Panels had local 
connection to the area – for example Mary Hughes and Elizabeth Fry, to 
the centenary of WW1 and peace activities then, and to Jennifer's husband, 
Jonathan's Quaker forebears including the Backhouses. This was a good 
number of panels and they were supplemented with an introductory video 
and a shop selling tapestry related merchandise. The stewards whilst I was 
there were attentive and well-informed.   
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Jonathan and Jennifer had also brought their Quaker wedding certificate for 
display. It showed they had been married 50 years before at Wanstead 
Meeting House in July 1966. This was in the old Meeting House before the 
Norman Frith building was built – there is a watercolour of this in the social 
room at Wanstead. I recognised many Friends who have died recently, for 
example the Pippards and the Hackwells and many names from the 
gravestones at Wanstead. One person on the certificate had visited the 
exhibition herself and been delighted to see her name – Margaret Delves. 

Another surprise connection! 

Reports at the end of the exhibition showed that there had been over 3300 
visitors and what a cooperative effort between Quakers and the cathedral it 
had been. Many had given very positive feedback. It was a delightful 
afternoon for me and excellent outreach for Friends. North East Thames 
had contributed £2500 and some local Friends were stewards so we can 
congratulate ourselves in contributing to the success. 

 

Regarding Joan Watson, Rita and Enid 

By Jennifer Whybrow 

I had the very great privilege of spending a lot of time with Joan during her 
final weeks. Joan was a weighty Friend of small stature complete with a 
lovely sense of humour and cheeky giggle. I first met her and her friends, 
Enid and Rita when I came to Romford Meeting from Frome via 
Cirencester. Rita and then Enid died shortly after Joan. I remember Enid’s 
especially kind encouragement to me as a mother (after Ron and I 
separated) and telling me about her own upbringing.  

Rita, an attender at Romford for some long time was always very 
welcoming, a committed solid Christian who believed in the Quaker 
principle of worshipping God wherever she found a sense of the divine 
presence, and I remember going around to her house with our children to 
have tea with her after we arrived in Romford. The three friends would do 
things together and stayed together with Joan’s relatives at times.  
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Joan taught me a lot. She was there for me when I had some 
personal difficulties within our meeting after which she would 
gently welcome me and make a point of ensuring I always got 
a drink. She used her deafness to good advantage and spoke 
her truth which always confirmed her ability to listen with 
depth. She kept confidences and when on occasion I felt 
required to worship elsewhere she simply said ‘that is a shame’ 
and encouraged me to keep in touch and come along for tea 
and coffee as I felt able. She gave her time and friendship 

generously, believed in equality of opportunity for everyone and really did 
live her life finding that of God in everyone, so far as I could see.  

When I asked her why she had become a Quaker, she answered “I think it is 
best to be on the outside what you are on the inside don’t you?” She was 
extremely gentle and efficient in her role as an elder and she gave herself 
fully to our meeting being especially fond of supporting the children and all 
the mothers within our meeting. I well remember her bringing in a game 
called the Quaker Quest which she had found and which she and the 
children enjoyed playing together. She would offer suggestions rather than 
tell, and for me at least was the epitome of what an elder and fFriend should 
be.  

She lived her life adventurously having lived originally in China and then 
through two world wars. Joan was very pleased to have been able to 
celebrate her 90th birthday being allowed out of the ward she was staying on 
in order to attend Meeting for a small celebration. Some say she was quiet 
however I always found her very able to speak up for herself as could Enid 
too. I can’t really put into words everything they gave me. I can only say it 
was very special.  

After Joan died she was closely followed by Rita 
and then by Enid. All three gave something very 
special to our meeting and to the lives of those they 
knew. I will remember them for the example they 
set me, but most of all for their lively sense of 
encouragement and good humour.  
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EMILY HARRIS ON DANCING – 2nd October 2016.  

Interview by Nora Kelson 

Q. Do you like dancing? 

A. Yes! I  like it a lot! 

 

Q. How many years have you been dancing? 

A. I started when I was two, so I have been dancing for six years. 

 

Q. What kind of dancing do you do? 

A.  All kinds of dancing, modern, ballet, tap, lyrical, etc. You have to have 
done a tap solo before all the others. 

 

Q.  Do you enter competitions? 

A.  Yes, very much so. 

 

Q.  Tell me about the competitions. 

A.  There are many competitions between dancing schools, and I take part 
in them. Sometimes it’s troupes and sometimes it’s solos or duets or trios. 
The next one is in January. 

 

Q.  How do you feel when you’re dancing? 

A.  Good! 
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Starting university By Alexis Harris 

I started studying mathematics at Sussex university 3 weeks ago, so far it's 
been pretty good. However it's becoming clear that some lectures and 
lecturers are better than others.  

Out of studying, I've joined two societies, the Anim8s society where each 
week we watch a different animated film that has been voted for, next week 
we are watching a movie that involves a mental illness for national mental 
health awareness day, with Disney's Inside Out having the most votes. I've 
also joined the board games society where each Friday evening we play 
board games from a large variety including jungle speed, escape the temple 
and articulate.  

Everybody I'm living with is very friendly and each week we try to plan 
things to do together such as playing table tennis and having a picnic on the 
field. 

So far I'm really enjoying university and am looking forward to the next 
couple of years. 

 

 

AM Elders Retreat Day Held 10/9/2016 at Wanstead Meeting House 

By Daphne Stedman AM Elder/Overseer 
 

Rose John and I were delighted that just over 20 Ffriends joined us for the 
retreat day on 10/9/2016. This is an annual event organised by AM Elders. 
The theme this year was Quaker business meetings. 

At the time of writing I do not know if anyone else has written about this 
event for our AM newsletter. What I particularly wanted to share from the 
day is a short quotation from QFP which Rose and I had intended to use, 
but which got left out as we had quite a lot of other material. I find this 
quotation speaks to me very powerfully. 

3.03 (Last paragraph.) 
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If we sometimes think things are wrong with our meetings for church 
affairs, it would help us to look at the situation in perspective if we 
could realise how many troubles arise not from the system, but from 
our human imperfections and the variety of our temperaments and 
viewpoints. These meetings are in fact not merely occasions for 
transacting with proper efficiency the affairs of the church but also 
opportunities when we can learn to bear and forbear, to practise to 
one another that love which ‘suffereth long and is kind’. Christianity 
is not only a faith but a community and in our meetings for church 
affairs we learn what membership of that community involves.  

From QFP (Fifth Edition), chapter 3 

 
 

Artist’s Block & Quaker Artist Retreat 

By Michael Murphy 

Nearly two years ago I was welcomed to Romford Meeting House as 
Resident Warden with my wife Debbie and our two little shitzu puppies, 
Ruby and Daisy. 

Prior to coming to Romford I had my own artist’s studio at the Royal Opera 
House complex at High House Park in Thurrock. 

I had been experiencing an extended period of “Artist’s Block”, a dreaded 
affliction for artists that manifests in many ways such as, a lack of 
inspiration and motivation. 

I could find no ready excuses for not 
getting on with my painting, ‘I am too 
busy’, ‘I have no talent’, ‘nobody will 
like my work’, ‘I have more important 
things to do such as drinking coffee 
and staring out of the window’.  

Romford LM has an abundance of 
creative talent and this has kept me in 
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touch with my creativity, especially the Sunday afternoons 
of: music, poetry, singing and dancing etc. When we all join 
in – children as well. 

I was also encouraged to put on an exhibition of art at the 
Meeting House and I invited a couple of artist friends to join 
me in showing our work. Luckily, I had enough pre Block 
paintings, so it all went well.  

I recently found out through the Quaker Art Network about the upcoming 
‘Autumn Artists Retreat’ in Congenies in the South of France. I promptly 
booked myself onto the course. Apart from being a wonderful place to visit 
with its lovely landscapes and famous ‘Sunlight’, I am hoping that the trip 
re-ignites my enthusiasm putting the dread ‘Block’ safely behind me.  

I have just returned from my week on the Art Retreat at Maison Quaker de 
Congenies in the South of France. 

The experience far surpassed my expectations, quality time spent with a 
wonderful group of 12 people gathered for the love of art and creativity. 

I had been experiencing ‘Artists Block’ and hoped that this trip to 
Congenies would 
inspire me to create and 
to rid me of the dreaded 
Block. I wasn’t 
disappointed. 

We enjoyed organised 
trips to historic and 
beautiful places. The 
Petite Camargue, a 

feast of wild life in the sprawling wetland marshes. 

Sommiere with its colourful town market. 

Aigues-Mortes with its medieval walled town, and 
the fishing port of Grau du Roi. 
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The weather was beautiful, warm and sunny everyday with clear blue skies, 
just right for getting out and about to sketch the beautiful landscapes and 
places of interest. 

For sketching trips not too far away most of the group cycled, but transport 
was laid on for trips further afield. 

I managed to sketch every day with 
pastel and crayon at all the 
locations. I did get an overdose of 
the sun one morning whilst 
sketching alone in an olive grove 
near Calvisson, nothing serious I am 
glad to say, but enough to get me 
wearing a nice big floppy hat for the 

rest of the trip. 

The food was first class, plentiful and very French. Breakfast, lunch and 
dinner were spent eating together in the lovely orchard garden buzzing with 
lively conversation about all and everything. 

I will definitely go Congenies again and I thank our hosts Judy, Dave and 
Karina for putting together such an enjoyable and fulfilling artists retreat. 

 

 

 

Quaker Fellowship for Afterlife Studies 

By Beryl Spence 

https://quakerafterlifestudies.wordpress.com/ 

In 1999 Angela Howard wrote a booklet, Continuing Life: the evidence for the 
survival of death through mediumship, which was advertised in The Friend. At the 
same time, and independently, another Friend, Rosalind Smith, produced a 
booklet Quakers and the Spiritual/Psychic Dimension. Soon afterwards a group 
of interested Friends met and QFAS was founded. The first Conference was 
held in 2000 at Claridge House. 
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Since then the membership has grown to around 170, and well attended 
residential conferences have been held each year, as well as many day 
conferences, some of them at Friends’ House. Latterly the residential 
conferences have been held at Woodbrooke (some jointly with Friends’ 
Fellowship of Healing) and at Glenthorne, Charney Manor, Ammerdown 
and this year at Launde Abbey. In May 2016, a joint day conference was 
held in Malvern with the Churches’ Fellowship for Psychical and Spiritual 
Studies and the Unitarian Society for Psychical Studies. 70 people attended, 
the majority being Quakers. 

The subject does arouse interest in Quaker circles although some meetings 
have been wary of it. However, my Romford Meeting is one that is 
interested, and many members are in turn reading Don Mason’s book Science, 
mystical experience and religious belief. Don (a member of Witney Quaker 
Meeting) holds two science degrees from Oxford University and has had a 
distinguished career. His mother was a medium, so he is well placed to 
discuss the difficulties many scientists seem to have in accepting that 
spiritual/psychic experience is integral to human nature and not a relic from 
a more superstitious and ignorant age. The greatest scientists have been open 
minded on the subject. 

Angela Howard (QFAS Clerk) writes: “Early Quakers accepted the existence 
of God, immortality and what they would have described as ‘heaven’ 
without question. But current Quaker thinking tends to be very different and 
leans more towards humanism. This can leave those who are naturally 
psychic or are having unusual experiences, perhaps of contact with loved 
ones in the next life, feeling isolated and distressed because of an inability to 
discuss what is happening. Over the years such Friends have discovered 
QFAS with joy and relief. 

At QFAS conferences the evidence for survival has been carefully and 
exhaustively investigated with positive results. In 2010 the committee printed 
a statement which ends: Belief in an afterlife is linked to no particular religion. We 
believe that a mass of overwhelming evidence has accumulated over many years clearly 
indicating the survival of the human personality. One day we hope that the strength of 
this evidence will be widely accepted. 

But don’t take our word for any of this! The only way forward is to set out on your 
own voyage of discovery and see where it leads you. 

There is a vast amount of evidence to study. Nowadays, some of the most 
fascinating being in the area of Near Death Experience. 
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If it is indeed true that we are spiritual beings on a human journey and not human 
beings on a spiritual journey then surely this is something to study and to 
celebrate.” 


